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SAMPLE:  Pansy and Butterfly Set  
Line and Photo Patterns  

 

Including:   Tips On Working With Patterns 
 

An actual pattern package set would include all of 
the patterns needed to make all of these designs,  

10 full size patterns  

  

 
 

These patterns can be mixed and matched to make 
hundreds of other designs,  

and can be used on fabric, as well as other materials. 

http://www.paintonfabric.com
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Following is 4 pages of instructions on working with this 
type of package. 

 
The last 2 pages is an actual pattern.   

First a photo pattern, then a line drawing pattern. 
 

The designs on the cover of this sample take 2 – 4 
patterns each to create as is.   

http://www.paintonfabric.com
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Tips On Working With Patterns 

I have created the patterns in 8 ½ x 11 inch sections so you can print them easily on 
your printer. Use them as is, or print out several and cut them up into entirely new 
designs! Also, you can print out any pattern in a larger, or smaller size, depending 
on your needs. When you say PRINT, look under PROPERTIES to charge print 
size.  

For most there are line drawings as well as color photos patterns.  A color 
photo pattern gives you ideas on color, shading and highlights. It can also be used a 
pattern. The photos and the line patterns are not exact matches of each other, 
although they are usually very close in design. Have two different views of the 
designs will help see more ways you can alter these patterns to create your unique 
design. 

 

 
 
Use the line drawings for heat transfers.  Do not use the color photos for heat 
transfers.  Secure the pattern and the fabric well when you use it so it does not slip. 
If you need more help see our ebook,  
1001 Ideas to Paint on Fabric - Plus Tips, Techniques and Tools 
at www.paintonfabric.com 
 
 

http://www.paintonfabric.com
http://www.paintonfabric.com
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Sample of Pattern Combination  
Here is a one of my 
designs.   It took three 
patterns to create it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
We’ll look at just one 
of those sections it 
took to create the 
design above. 
The photo image on 
the left is the line 
pattern image on the 
right ... 

 
 

http://www.paintonfabric.com
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Making One Pattern Into Many 
By going to the ROTATE option in any photo editing software, I mirrored 
it to create ... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All of these patterns on this page were created, from just the one image.  
I can combine them, in all kinds of ways,  like .. 

 
 
Or, using the ROTATE LEFT feature, I obtained these other images. 

Keep playing with rotating your pattern, either with software, 
or just your printed version on a transparency.  Soon, you see 
all kinds of variations. With just one pattern you can make it 
seem like an entirely new design.    
 
 
 
Take your CD to a copy center and they can print out any 
pattern, in any view or size you want. 
 
 

 
You can even pull on just one 
side of your image, and 
distort it to look like 
something. See the two images on 
the bottom of this page.  They 
are the same view, I just pulled on 
one side, or the other, to elongate or widen their shape  
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The following pages are patterns. 
 
They are to be printed out on 8 ½ x 11 paper. 

If you plan on creating iron-on transfers, 
practice printing out your pattern on plain 

paper first. As most pages have color photo 
of the project, you can cut that out and use 

the copy function on you printer to print the 
pattern on the iron-on transfer paper. 

 
 
 

On the 
following 
pages is a 

pattern we used 
as part of this 

design  

http://www.paintonfabric.com
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k them to darken it.  
 
 

 The full book may downloaded 
immediately without patterns. 

 
 You may purchase pattern sets 

individually 
 

 Or, purchase the CD.which has the 
eBook, over 30 pattern sets, and short 

video clips included. 
 

 

www.paintonfabric.com/order.html 
 

http://www.paintonfabric.com/order.html
http://www.paintonfabric.com/order.html

